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INTRODUCTION 

Treatment planning for epithermal neutron capture therapy applications to date has relied on 

rigorous Monte Carlo calculations. Although many improvements have been made, the Monte 

Carlo process still requires a large amount of computer time and planning labor. With single-field, 

fixed-aperture irradiation, a near-optimum field can usually be found with an intuition-aided trial 

and error approach, however methods to more rapidly determine optimum irradiation 

configurations will significantly aid the process. As efforts become more aggressive, having the 

ability to select aperture size and number of fields, it wilI become expensive to manually find the 

optimum plan for a patient. Also, as the modality moves to clinical applications, patient 

throughput will not permit the resource-expenditure currently utilized in clinical trials. 

DESCRIPTION 

We have initiated an approach to improvement in the planning process. Improvement requires: 

l), a rapid method to calculate (or closely approximate) three-dimensional (3D) dose patterns; 2), 

an organized method to investigate variation in aperture siie and beam orientation for one or 

more fields; 3), vaIidation of the results of the optimization and; 4), a method of presenting results 

to the evaluator (oncologist). 
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Currently, evaluation of various plans relies on detailed inspection of dose contours and 

dose/volume histograms. For an optimization search, integral measures are required so that the 

process can be automated. For this study, three measures were made available; 1) minimum 

target dose; 2) tiactional survival of tumor cells; and 3) tumor control probability, as defined by 

Porter 1. 

Minimum target dose is the more definitive measure and can be calculated within limits of the 

anatomical model given the assumptions of boron distributions and biological effect. 

Fractional survival (FS) requires knowledge of tumor-cell distribution at the time of therapy as 

well as boron distribution and biological effect. FS would best be determined with knowledge of 

the microscopic distribution of 10B atoms and use of a microdosimetric cell-kill model, however, 

lacking this knowledge, and assuming uniform spatial distribution of tumor cells, FS can be 

-D(z) - 
FS =$e no dV 

V 

estimated as; 

where: 

D(r) is the effective dose at space point r, 

Do is the tumor-cell sensitivity, 



In the Porter model, tumor control probability (TCP) is determined by the relationship: 

where: 

N is the total number of clonogenic tumor cells prior to therapy. 

RESULTS 

A rapid method (< 20 computer seconds per field), using parameter fitting for dose distribution 

has been developed and tested with good results for approximate 3D dose. This method has been 

implemented into the rtt Monte Carlo module of the INEL planning software 2. Edit directives 

allow one to spec@ a range of variation and initiate the search. Optimization software was 

written which ranks each plan according to any one of the three measures and presents the 

ranking as well as dosdvolume distribution. 

Optimization caIculations for a sphere 

As a simple test, a model of a spherical phantom was constructed. Assuming an 8-cm beam, 24 

million histories were simulated with rtt. A file was output by rtt, which provided dose for all 

components as a fbnction of depth and radial distance along the beam line. The data were 

averaged over the beam azimuthal angle to take advantage of symmetry and reduce variance 

(particularly helpfbl for the fast-dose component). 



I .  

A fictitious target region was introduced into the spherical model. This region was simply a 

cylinder on the y axis having length 4.0 cm, radius 1.0 cm and extending along the y axis. The 

optimum beam angle for this simple geometry is intuitive. Optimization was performed (computer 

time being about 2 seconds per field) which correctly found the optimum beam orientation, 

specified as phi, the polar angle, and theta, the azimuthal angle, for beam rotation about the 

patient. 3D dose patterns were reproduced faithfully, as expected. 

Optimization for human patients 

To date, this optimization process has been tried for four patients in the Brookhaven (BNL) 

clinical trials. With single-field irradiation, optimization is time-consuming but not too difficult to 

realize using an intuition-aided trial and error approach. Usually, the rtt beam locator option 

(which locates minimum cover-tissue thickness to target) results in a beam orientation that is close 

to optimum. In the first case, a previously-treated-patient model was used and the optimizer 

found a slightly different beam orientation than that from the beam locator options available in rtt. 

Using rtt in Monte Carlo mode it was found that the optimizer result was indeed slightly better. 

For two other cases, the optimizer agreed with the beam locator and a better orientation was 

found neither by the trial and error method or by the optimizer. For the fourth patient, where 

optimization was performed prior to therapy, the optimizer found an azimuthal angle 20 degrees 

different than that determined by minimum cover-tissue thickness and Monte Carlo calculations 

confirmed that minimum target dose would be increased by 10% with the optimizer result. 



Future Work 

Work is needed to find appropriate parameters for%he Porter model. Optimization can be done 

using ‘guesses’ at tumor-cell sensitivity and density and relative values are still valid to perform 

ranking of various plans but a realistic estimate of TCP would be of benefit for improving 

outcome and evaluating the usehlness of BNCT. 

It is quite difficult to optimize multi-field applications. For conventional irradiations, it is more 

intuitive to select multiple fields because tumor targeting can be accomplished geometrically (e.g. 

beam’s-eye view). In BNCT, targeting in the case of multiple field applications is not a 

geometrically-visual process and a way to rapidly determine optimum fields needs to be 

developed. 
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